MCE Social Capital’s Global Economic Opportunity Notes are a low-risk, fixed income product that currently provides MCE with over 51% of its financing needs. Notes offer investors an opportunity to fund MCE’s lending to:

- **Financial service providers (FSPs)** that create opportunities and improve the economic security of their micro- and small business clients by offering financial products such as loans, savings, and insurance. These providers also offer ancillary services such as technical assistance and financial literacy programs to bolster their clients’ growth.

- **Small and growing businesses (SGBs)** in agriculture, water, and sanitation, and clean energy that create sustainable jobs in rural economies, raise smallholder farmers’ income, and increase climate resilience.

The majority of MCE’s US$64.8 million portfolio* is backed by US$153 million in philanthropic guarantees from accredited investors. We have a strong track record with 100% payment of interest and principal to our investors since 2006.

**TRACK RECORD**

US$304M disbursed to 155 institutions operating in 65 countries since 2006

- **97.4%** cumulative portfolio repayment rate
- **100%** cumulative investor repayment rate
- **16+ years** of investing in emerging markets

**IMPACT AREAS**

- Sustainable Agriculture
- Financial Inclusion
- Sustainable Livelihoods
- Investing in Women
- Climate and Environment

**IN GOOD COMPANY**

Join a distinguished group of MCE partners, including:

- USAID
- DFC
- 100
- Linked
- cordes
- ceniarth
- K.I. Feltons Foundation
- Trillium Asset Management
- Missionary Sisters of the Sacred Heart of Jesus

*Note: MCE’s Empowering Sustainable Agriculture (MESA) Fund is not backed by MCE’s philanthropic guarantee program.

Disclaimer: Global Economic Opportunity Notes are offered by MCE Social Capital, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization, to accredited investors only. Please do not distribute this document without MCE’s permission. This document is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation of an offer to buy securities. The offering is made only by the prospectus, which should be read before investing, either presently or in the future. Any information provided herein is intended to be general information about our management, business model and historical data only, and does not discuss the risks that should be carefully considered before any investment is made.